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Simulation of the molecular recombination yield for swift H2
¿ ions through thin carbon foils

Rafael Garcia-Molina and Manuel D. Barriga-Carrasco
Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidad de Murcia, Apartado 4021, E-30080 Murcia, Spain

~Received 8 May 2003; published 3 November 2003!

We have calculated the recombination yield for swift H2
1 molecular ions at the exit of thin amorphous

carbon foils, as a function of the dwell time and incident energy. Our results are based on a detailed simulation
of the motion through the target of the H2

1 molecular ion~before dissociation takes place! and its constituent
fragments~after dissociation!, including the following effects: Coulomb repulsion, nuclear scattering, electron
capture and loss, as well as self-retarding and wake forces, which provide the relative distance and velocity of
the dissociated fragments at the foil exit. The recombination of an H2

1 ion at the exit of the foil depends on
the interproton separation and internal energy of the dissociated fragments, and on their probability to capture
an electron. Comparison of our results with the available experimental data shows a good agreement.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.054901 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 79.20.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the study of energetic H2
1 beams interact-

ing with solids lies in that H2
1 is the simplest molecula

projectile, therefore it can be used to test effects due to
correlated motion in close proximity of two charged partic
through a thin foil. These effects became apparent in
transmission yield of H2

1 molecular ions@1#, as well as the
charge states@2# and the energy loss@3# of the dissociated
protons.

The H2
1 molecular ion is constituted by two protons an

a bound electron; after entering the foil it travels a cert
time without being dissociated, until it loses its bound ele
tron @4#; this gives two protons that move in close proximit
interacting between them and with the target electrons
nuclei. Although most of the detected projectiles at the e
of the foil are protons, there are also hydrogen atoms as
as a small fraction of hydrogen molecular ions. The transm
ted molecules can be either original ones or recombined a
their dissociation through the foil@1,5#, depending on the
dwell time.

The aim of this work is to calculate the transmission yie
of recombined H2

1 molecular ions at the exit of thin carbo
foils. For this purpose we simulate the motion through
solid of the initially nondissociated H2

1 during a short time
and, after the dissociation takes place, the correlated mo
of each pair of fragments. We have considered that the
jectiles feel the following interactions: nuclear scatterin
stopping force, wake force, and Coulomb explosion, the
ter two appearing only for the dissociated fragments; the p
sibility of electronic capture or loss by these fragments
also included in our simulation. Therefore, when an elect
is captured by a proton at the exit of the foil and if th
interproton velocity and distance are favorable, a recombi
H2

1 molecular ion will result.
In what follows we present the basic ingredients of o

calculations~Sec. II!, whose results are compared with ava
able experimental data in Sec. III. The conclusions of t
work appear in Sec. IV. In what follows we will use atom
units, except where otherwise stated.
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II. THEORETICAL AND SIMULATION BACKGROUND

The H2
1 molecular ions incident on the foil are chara

terized by their interproton distanceR and orientation with
respect to the beam velocityv.

When a molecular ion enters the amorphous carbon fo
moves during a short time (;0.23 fs@6#! without dissociat-
ing, suffering an electronic stopping force and collisions w
the target nuclei. Once H2

1 dissociates into its constituents
each fragment also experiences both an electronic stop
force and nuclear scattering, plus the interactions due to
presence of its partner, which are the Coulomb repuls
~when both fragments are charged! and the electronic wake
force @7#.

Given a charge density, with Fourier transformr(k),
moving with velocityv through a target, the stopping forc
acting on it is statistical in nature and we assume that it
a Gaussian distribution whose mean value is the stopp
powerSp , and its variance is related to the energy-loss str
gling per unit path length,V2. In the dielectric formalism@8#
these magnitudes are given by the following expressions

Sp5
2

pv2E0

`

dk
r2~k!

k E
0

kv
dvv ImF 21

e~k,v!G ~1!

and

V25
2

pv2E0

`

dk
r2~k!

k E
0

kv
dv v2 ImF 21

e~k,v!G . ~2!

The target is characterized by its energy-loss function
@21/e(k,v)#, which contains relevant information about i
response to electronic excitations with momentumk and en-
ergy v induced by the passage of the swift charge. A pro
dure to describe reasonably well the energy-loss function
a realistic target has been published elsewhere@9–11#
through a fitting to its optical properties atk50, with a
proper extension tokÞ0 values.

To obtain the values ofSp andV2 for the nondissociated
H2

1 molecular ion we consider that it consists of two pr
tons and a bound electron described by a linear combina
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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of Gaussian orbitals@12#; assuming that the H2
1 ions enter

the target with the interproton distanceR randomly aligned
with respect to incident velocityv, the following angular
average of the squared charge density@12# must be replaced
into Eqs.~1! and ~2!:

r2~k!5
A2~k!

2 F11
sin~kR!

kR G1B2~k!

24A~k!B~k!
sin~kR/2!

kR
, ~3!

where

A~k!522C~k!, ~4!

B~k!5e2aR2/2C~k!, ~5!

C~k!5
e2k2/8a

11e2aR2/2
, ~6!

with a50.43 a.u. andR52.05 a.u. for the hydrogen mo
lecular ion@12#.

The possibility that the dissociated fragments can cap
or lose an electron inside the foil implies that the cha
fractionsF0 and F1 for each charge state H0 and H1, re-
spectively, have non-null values; the H2 fraction is negli-
gible in the velocity range studied here@13#. The value ofF0
is available from experimental measurements@13,14#.

In order to compute the forces due to the electronic ex
tations induced in the target by each projectile it is con
nient to work with the cylindrical coordinatesz andr, paral-
lel and perpendicular, respectively, to the projectile veloc
v. Using the dielectric formalism@8,9# to calculate the force
produced by a dissociated fragment, with charge densityr1
on the other dissociated fragment charge densityr2 at the
relative position (z,r ), the cylindrical components of thi
force are given by the following expressions:

Fz~z,r !5
2

pv2E0

`

dk
r1~k!r2~k!

k E
0

kv
dv vJ0~rAk22v2/v2!

3H sinS vz

v DReF 1

e~k,v!
21G

1cosS vz

v D ImF 1

e~k,v!
21G J ~7!

and

Fr~z,r !5
2

pvE0

`

dk
r1~k!r2~k!

k

3E
0

kv
dvAk22v2/v2J1~rAk22v2/v2!

3H cosS vz

v DReF 1

e~k,v!
21G

2sinS vz

v D ImF 1

e~k,v!
21G J , ~8!
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whereJ0,1(•••) are Bessel functions of the first kind.
The Fourier transform of the charge densityr(k) is cho-

sen according to the type of fragment:

r~k!5H 1 for H1,

12
1

@11~k/2!2#2
for H0.

~9!

Each possible charge state is taken according to its co
sponding probability, which is equivalent to its charged fra
tion ~becauseF01F151).

It is worth noting that Eq.~7! evaluated at the coordinate
(z50,r 50) simplifies considerably to give the stoppin
power Sp for a given projectile when replacingr1(k)r2(k)
by the square of the corresponding charge densityr2(k) @cf.
Eq. ~1!#.

Our computer code, whose details appear elsewhere@7#,
numerically solves Newton’s equations of motion for ea
projectile: the molecular ion or its dissociated fragments~ei-
ther a proton or a hydrogen atom!, taking into account all the
forces that act on each particle. Only when the charge s
of both fragments is nonzero will they feel a Coulomb rep
sion along the interproton direction. We have used a Mo
Carlo algorithm@15# to account for binary collisions with the
target nuclei, which contribute mainly to deviations in th
trajectory direction and in a smaller amount to energy loss
the universal interatomic potential@16# was used for this pur-
pose. For the case of the dissociated fragments we neg
coherent scattering because it is a small effect in the velo
range discussed in this work@17#.

The distribution ofR values for the incident molecula
ions is chosen according to the population of vibrational le
els of H2

1 ~which was calculated using the Frank-Cond
principle!; the orientation of the interproton axis was tak
randomly from a uniform distribution. Given the position
and velocities of the particles as well as the forces acting
them at each timet, the simulation provides the correspon
ing new positions and velocities after an elapsed timeDt. In
this manner, the relative positions and velocities when
fragments leave the target can be known.

Once the fragments reach the rear surface of the foil, H2
1

molecular recombination can only take place when the th
following conditions are fulfilled:~i! One of the fragments
has captured an electron;~ii ! the internal energyEint of the
system is smaller than the maximum of the effective pot
tial energy for dissociation:

Eint,Ueff max~R,V!, ~10!

where

Eint5
1

2
mV21Ueff~R,V!5

1

2
mV21U~R!1

L2

2mR2
;

~11!
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~iii ! the value of the interproton distanceR is comprised be-
tween the classic turning points of the effective poten
well Ueff . In the above expressionsm, V, andL are, respec-
tively, the reduced mass, the module of the relative veloc
and the module of the relative angular momentum (LW 5mRW

3VW ), corresponding to the two fragments of the H2
1 mo-

lecular ion;U(R) is the 1ssg ground-state potential energ
@18#.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the fraction of transmitted H2
1 ions

through thin carbon foils, as a function of the dwell tim
The solid symbols correspond to experimental data@19# for
recombined molecular ions with incident energy in the ran
0.4–1.2 MeV/amu; for comparison purposes, also the fr
tion of transmitted original molecular ions is depicted for t
case of higher incident energy@6#, 9.6 MeV/amu, corre-
sponding to very small dwell times. The two regimes~re-
combined and original transmission! can be clearly appreci
ated through the different slopes and the ordinate interce
t→0. The results of our simulation for the recombined m
ecules~0.4–1.2 MeV/amu incident energy! are depicted by
open symbols, showing a rather good agreement with
experimental data; the symbols appearing at small dw
times show how the small contribution of recombined m
lecular ions is masked by the rather larger number of m
lecular ions that were transmitted without dissociation.

According to Cueet al. @19,20# the fractionY of detected
H2

1 molecular ions depends on the dwell timet through

Y~ t !5~12B!exp~2t/t!1B exp~2bt!, ~12!

t

FIG. 1. Yield of transmitted H2
1 molecular ions through amor

phous carbon foils, as a function of the dwell time. Solid symb
represent experimental data for several incident energies (t,1 fs,
originally transmitted@6#; t.1 fs, recombined@19#! and empty
symbols are the results of our simulations for recombined molec
ions.
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whereB, b, andt are constants for a certain velocity and f
a given material. The first summand of the previous equa
accounts for the fraction of originally transmitted H2

1 ions
and the second summand represents the fraction of rec
bined H2

1 ions. AsB!1 for high energies,t is interpreted
as the lifetime of the molecular ion inside the solid@20#, and
can be considered velocity independent@21#. The last term in
Eq. ~12! does not tend to 1 fort→0, it decays more
smoothly than the first term and depends strongly on
velocity of the molecular ion; this behavior is in good qua
tative agreement with the~experimental and calculated! re-
sults shown in Fig. 1. Fort;2 fs the calculated values ofY
are slightly larger than the experimental data; however st
having Eint very close toUeff max could dissociate, resulting
in a reduction of the calculated recombination yield.

The probability that two protons exit the foil as H1-H can
be written as PH1-H52F1F0. For molecules having
;MeV/amu incident energies,F1 is close to unity so
PH1-H.2F0 and the molecular recombination yields can
divided by twice the neutral fraction at that velocity,Y/2F0.
These normalized recombination yields are shown in Fig
with data forF0 taken from Ref.@13#; it can be seen that al
the normalized recombination yields practically merge int
single curve that is a function of only the dwell time.

As it can be seen, our calculations reproduce satisfacto
well the recombination yield data for a wide range of dw
times and incident energies. From the detailed simulation
have performed, we conclude that although the recomb
tion yield is mostly affected by the Coulomb repulsion, t
proper inclusion of the other interactions felt by the disso
ated fragments~nuclear scattering, wake forces,. . . ) isnec-
essary to have a good agreement with experimental data

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The recombination yield of H2
1 molecular ions through

thin carbon foils has been simulated and the results com

s

ar

t

FIG. 2. Recombination yields shown in Fig. 1, but normalized
twice the proton neutral fraction for each incident energy.
1-3
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fairly well with available experimental data@19#.
The main ingredients in the simulation are the proper

scription of target energy-loss function, and the interactio
felt inside the solid by the molecular ion~before dissocia-
tion! and by the molecular fragments~once they become dis
sociated!, as well as the inclusion of the electronic-captu
and -loss processes by each one of these fragments. Ta
into account all these considerations, the dynamical ev
tion of the fragments provides their coordinates and velo
ties at any time in the foil; these magnitudes are used
calculate the relative position and velocity of these fragme
when they leave the foil.

When two dissociated protons exit the rear surface of
foil we assume that an H2

1 molecular ion is reconstructed
~i! one of the protons captures an electron,~ii ! the internal
energy of the system formed by the two protons and
tt.

x,

.
. A

,

s

-
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captured electron is less than the relative maximum of
effective energy corresponding to the H2

1 ground electronic
level, and~iii ! the interproton separation falls between t
classical turning points of the effective potential energy.

Our detailed program can be used to check how sign
catively the different interactions or the proposed recom
nation mechanism affect the final result.
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